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5 1. INTRODUCTION. 
In this paper we give a method for studying the zeros of a class of Dirichlet 
series of the form F(s) = 1 + C,“=, a,nP (where a,‘s may depend on T but Ia,1 
is bounded above by a constant power of n) in the region { (T>+ - S, TS t 5 2T). 
We assume that F(s) can be continued analytically in this rectangle and 
that IF(s)1 does not exceed a constant power of T. Also we assume that 
c w5pr2x ~aP12+x(logx)-1 for 2_ <xl T. (Of course it will be obvious from our 
method that we can relax these conditions). As in our papers VII[‘l and on- 
wards our results will be valid when S=d(T) -+ 0 as T+ 03. The very general 
results VII”] dealt with 6(T) = C,,(log log T)-’ where Cc, is a large positive con- 
stant and the results of VIII”’ dealth with 6(T) = C,(log log T)3’2(log T)m”2. 
The results of VIIIt” dealt with series of the form F(s) = C,“=, (a,bnA;‘) where 
l=Lr<A*<A3<..* and the differences between successive An’s are bounded 
above and below by positive constants. In VIII”] we could allow a, bl = 0 since 
we could in place of F(S) consider (a,b,A;S)-lF(s) where m is the least integer 
for which a, 6, # 0. In fact this has been assumed implicitly in $4 of VIIIt’l. 
In the present paper we consider smaller functions 6(T). (While the methods 
of VIIInl work for the zeros of c’(s) the methods of the present paper fail for 
Dirichlet series like c’(s) where the constant term is zero). Clearly we can deal 
with series like F(s) = C,“=, a,,nP with al #O since we could consider a;‘F(s) 
in place of F(s). The methods of the paper IX [*I assumed an Euler product 
(and dealt with 6(T) = Ce(log log T)(log T)-‘) and therefore were too special. 
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We still restrict to 6(T) = CO(log log T)(log T))’ and sometimes even to 6(T) = 
CO(log log log T)(log T))’ and prove worthwhile results. We mention three 
theorems. (Except in $2 we assume that T exceeds a large positive constant 
which depends on other parameters). 
THEOREM 1. Let (log T) _ _ ‘ooo<H<T1’2. Suppose F(s)= 1 + C,“=, a,ns(where 
a,, may depend on the parameter T, but la,,/ does not exceed a constant power 
of T) can be continued analytically in the rectangle 
(1) {or+-& Tst<2T) 
where 6= Co(log log T)(log H))’ and there IF(s)1 does not exceed a constant 
power of T. Then subject to the condition Cxaprti ~a,~2~x(logx)-’ for 
25x5 H, the function F(s) has TH-’ zeros in the rectangle (1). 
REMARK 1. We can relax the bound on IF(s For example we can manage 
with IF(s)1 <Exp((log T)“) where C’ is any positive constant. The result 
regarding the zeros of F(s) still holds. 
REMARK 2. A working example of the theorem is F(s) = C,,,,IM u(n)n-“. Of 
course we can give other examples. 
REMARK 3. In the paper IXL2] of the series we proved that c(s) has 
% T(log log log T))’ zeros in the rectangle {ar# - 6, Tr t 12T) where 6 is a 
constant multiple of (log log T)(log T))‘. In this paper we have used Borel- 
Caratheodory theorem. We have also a result for short intervals. Suppose 
(log T)‘OWo5H~ T and that 6 is a constant multiple of (log log T)(logH)-‘. 
Consider the rectangle {a > + - 6, T I t I T + H}. Suppose that F(s) = 
r&(1- 4P)/PY, where Jw(p)I = 1 (this can be relaxed) can be continued 
analytically into this rectangle and there IF(s)1 5 Exp((log T)‘Ooo). Then F(S) 
has % H(log log log T)-’ zeros in this rectangle. 
THEOREM 2. (i) Let q( L 2) be an integer bounded above. Suppose that in ad- 
dition to the conditions on F(s) imposed in Theorem 1 we have 
2 
dt+ C lan/2n-1+26, 
n5T 
where 6 = C,(log log T)(log T))‘. Then there are ~T’-4~‘-E zeros whose 
orders are not divisible by q in the rectangle (1). (Here as elsewhere E is a con- 
stant satisfying O< E < & and the constants implied by +, Q and the O- 
constants depend on E and other constants). Also Co = CO(e) and it is assumed 
that the RHS in (2) is 4 T2”(log T)A where A is a positive constant. 
(ii) Let q = [Do log log T] + 1 and 6 = Co(log log log T)(log T))’ where Co 
and Do depend on E and other constants. Then under the condition (2) and 
that the RHS of (2) is Q TZd(log T) A, F(s) has % T’-E zeros whose orders are 
not divisible by q in the rectangle (1). 
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REMARK 1. In part (ii) of the theorem we can manage with the condition RHS 
of (2) is ~Exp(log log T)‘“) where C” is any positive constant. 
REMARK 2. A lot of working examples satisfying condition (2) are provided 
in the paper V161 of this series. One may cull out from this the example 
F(s) = C(s) + i x(n)nP 
n=l 
where x(l)#-1,x(2),x(3), . . . is any sequence of complex numbers with 
lx(l)+ 1 Is 1, I c,,, ~(n)I&l for all x22 and 
c 11 +x(P)12w~w)-’ raps2.x 
for all ~22. 
THEOREM 3. Let qz2 be an integer bounded above. Let 6= C,(log T)-‘, 
where C, depends on E. Then under the condition that the RHS of (2) is 
a T26(610g T)-‘, F(s) has % T’PQm’-E zeros in the rectangle (l), whose orders 
are not divisible by q. 
REMARK. A class of working examples are provided by 
F(s) = 1 + C a&” 
2spsT 
where aP are complex numbers with I aPl = 1. 
$2. STATEMENTOFTWO AUXILIARYTHEOREMS 
THEOREM 4. (H.L. Montgomery and R.C. Vaughan [5]). For any sequence 
{a,,} of complex numbers (which may depend on Hz2) we have 
(3) 
where the constant implied by the O-symbol is absolute. 
REMARK 1. Actually Montgomery and Vaughan prove a more general result 
with an economial O-constant. Their general result deals with 
$4 I,, a,A;“)‘dt (O<A,<A,<...) 
and the term n/H in the O-symbol in (3) has been replaced by a more com- 
plicated expression. In the special case A,=n, their result leads to O(n/H). 
REMARK 2. Theorem 4 is very useful in finding examples of F(s) which satisfy 
(2). (See paper Vt6] of this series). 
THEOREMS. (R. Balasubramanian and K. Ramachandra [3]). 
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Under fairly general conditions (namely conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) 
below) on the sequence (a,} of complex numbers we have 
(4) $i$,a,n -“[‘dtr C la,1*(1 -f(n,H)) 
i75aH 
where (Y = (200)-‘2-8A-20, 
f(n,H) = 31000AH-1’8 + 130000A2H-’ log log K, + looH-‘& 
and 
Kj = ( C Ia,IrP+‘)K+( C /a,lnA+2)2. 
fl5H lI5H 
The quantities A and K occur in the conditions on {a,,} as follows. 
(i) al = 1 and for n L 2,I a,, I I (nH)A 
(ii) G(s) = C r=, a, n-S (which is certainly analytic in (~2 A + 2) is con- 
tinuable analytically in {o 2 40 5 t 5 H} . 
(iii) For some Kz 30 there exist T, and T2 with 01 T, i H7’8, H- H”‘s 
T2 5 H such that 
/G(o+iT,)l + IG(o+iT,)I SK 
uniformly in a 2 0. Finally 
(iv) Hz4 ‘Ooo AZ + 520 OOOA 2log log Kj. 
REMARK. We can take K3=H. H2AHA’2K+(H. H2A. HA’2)2 or for sim- 
plicity K3=H’3AK. (For theorems which may be useful elsewhere see (41. 
However we do not need these results in the present paper). 
93. THE GENERAL METHOD UNDERLYING THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1,2, AND 3. 
For the moment we impose the only conditions 6>0 and that for all large 
T, 6 log T exceeds a certain large constant. Suppose F(s) = 1 + C,“=, a,,6’ is 
convergent somewhere (i.e. at a point not depending on T; note that we allow 
a,, to depend on T if necessary). Suppose k= l/q where q( 22) is an integer 
and that (F(s))k can be continued analytically in {ar l/2 -S, TI tz? T+ H} 
and there IF(s)1 5 TA where A is a positive constant. Notice that the Dirichlet 
series for (F(s))~ is convergent at some point independent of T and also in- 
dependent of k so long as O< k 5 l/2. If we write 
F(s))~ = 1 + E b,,n? 
n=I 
it is not hard to show that lb, / In (we can in fact show that I b,l snA, A 
not necessarily the same A as before). Hence by Theorem 5 we have for 
C, log log TS HS T (we denote by C,, C,, . . . certain positive constants) 
(5) ~~jHlF(s)12hdt>~2n~~~Hlb,~2nz~~‘=MI say, 
T 
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where s = + - 6 + it. We impose conditions on F(s) by which we can conclude by 
Theorem 4 (sometimes by a simple application and sometimes by slightly com- 
plicated application; see [6]) the bound 
Take H= T, q = 2,6 = $ and F(s) = c(s). Then 1 - 26 = i and since bp = i we have 
M, s C p-“2s T”2(log T)-’ 
P~CZT 
while 
Hence we would have 
T”2(log T)-‘y--f2+)ldte f?~[(s)~‘dt 
> 
l/2 
-+M’/2e T’/4. 2 
This being a contradiction we conclude that c(s) has, in the rectangle 
{a?$, Tr t %2T} at least one zero of odd order. 
This by no means is the end of the matter. For example we can (with I?=+ 
as before) prove that there are s T”2-E zeros of odd order (of c(s)) in the 
same rectangle. To see this take H= T”‘+&. All that we need is 
(7) ;r I~~s)12dr<c4n~~~T bn12@-’ =M2, 
I 
where IC [T, 2T] is any interval of length H. Although we may not be able to 
prove this (certainly if His much smaller than what we have assumed) we can 
secure this for % TH-’ disjoint (but may be abutting) intervals I. Because, 
otherwise 
~~lF(s)‘dt=~~j~F(s)l’dt=o(~.~H~~) = mf2) 
II 
by taking all possible intervals I (and assuming for simplicity that TH-’ is an 
integer). This is a contradiction. Now (7) is clearly valid for ,> TH-’ intervals 
of the type we want. If I is any such interval, (7) holds and hence 
H”‘(log 7)~‘44,+F(s)~dt~ 
I 
$j ~F(s)~2dt)“244’2~ T’” 
I 
i.e. H + T”2(log T)2, a contradiction. This proves that the rectangle 
(a?#, Tsts2T) contains sT”~-’ zeros of odd orders (of c(s)). 
54. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
We first state a useful lemma, the proof of which is a simple exercise. 
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LEMMA. If 6 log H exceeds a large positive constant, then 
c p2”-’ X H”(6 log H)-‘. 
psc,H 
To prove Theorem 1 we have simply to contradict 
(q2::;gH)YaTA 
since constants can be absorbed by increasing A. This can be done if we choose 
6 = 2O(log log T)(log H)-*, q=[AlogT]+l. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
55. PROOFOFTHEOREM2. 
(i) If q( 22) is an integer bounded above we put H= Tq -I+‘. As before we 
see that we have to contradict 
( q2$;; Hrs T2”(log T)A. 
This can be done by putting 6 = (A/a)(log log T)(log T)-‘. 
(ii) Let q = [&-‘A log log T] + 1, H= T’. We see that we have to contradict 
( q2;;; HyC T26(10g T)A, 
This can be done if we choose 
6 = 20~‘(log log log T)(log T)-‘. 
This proves Theorem 2 completely. 
$6. PROOFOFTHEOREM3. 
In this case qr 2 is an integer bounded above. We put H= Tq I+’ and 
6=~-~(log T)-‘. We see that 
( q2::; H)V?& 
can be contradicted even if T26(6 log T)-’ is replaced by any constant multiple 
of it, provided E is small enough. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
57. CONCLUDING REMARKS. 
In a forthcoming paper [9] the second of us proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. In the rectangle 
1 20 log log log T 
a>-- 
2 log T 
, T<t<2T 
I 
there are s T(log log T)-’ zeros of c(s). 
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REMARK 1. The zeros counted in Theorem 6 are the branch points of (C(S))~ 
with k=q-‘, q = [log log T] + 1. 
REMARK 2. Theorem 6 is not new. The only interest about it is that it uses only 
the EULER-product and the analytic continuation 
The main ingredient of the proof is Theorem 4 due to Montgomery and 
Vaughan. 
REMARK 3. It is well-known to experts (see [lo]) that by using only the Euler 
product and the analytic continuation (just mentioned) we can prove that the 
number of zeros of c(s) in {ara,O~ 15 r> does not exceed T”(log T)loooo 
where A = 4( 1 - a)/(3 - 2a), 0 I a 5 1 and TZ 1000. 
REMARK 4. Theorem 6 and Remark 3 are valid for ordinary L-functions. 
POSTSCRIPT. (Added on 28 July 1991). 
After writing this paper we found that we could extend Theorem 1 to 
F(s) = 1 + g a, r 
( ) 
ps 
n=flfi+ I n0 
where no is a positive integer constant, the other conditions on a,, being the 
same. The part (ii) of Theorem 2 is valid without any change to the new type 
of series. But part (i) goes through with the only change qzC(n,) (in place of 
q I 2) where C(n,) is a certain positive constant depending only on no, Also we 
can extend Theorem 3 with the same change. For these we have to extend 
suitably Theorem 5 to give a lower bound for the mean square of j(F(id))kI 
and this is possible since 
(F(s)y = i b, A,” 
n=I 
where l=A,<I,<...,&,+, -I,r(n+l)~CandnC’~~,~nwhereCandC’are 
positive constants depending only on no. Also br = 1, bZ, . . . is a sequence of 
complex numbers with lb,, I-+ rzco where C” is a positive constant. Note that the 
terms ap(p/no)-s of F(S) contribute exactly without any change the sum 
kza, E ( > 
--s 
P n0 
to the series for (F(s))~. These are easy to verify. We will publish further 
details in a forthcoming paper XI with the same title. 
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